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1. Experiment Details
1.1. Datasets & Evaluation Metrics

In this section, we detail each dataset and corresponding
evaluation metric.

Epic-Kitchen-100. Epic-Kitchen [2] is an egocentric video
recognition benchmark, containing 100 hours of cooking
videos, with captions, for example, put hot pepper in pan,
open fridge. We use 9668 video clips with an average du-
ration of 3.7 seconds in the test set. The evaluation task
is multiple instance retrieval. Given a query video, the
model is required to rank the candidate captions, i.e., cap-
tions with higher similarity are more semantically related to
the query video. The evaluation metric is mean Average Pre-
cision (mAP) and normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain
(nDCG) [4], both evaluate the video-text matching ability
of the model. Please refer to [2] for the full definition of
nDCG.

EgoMCQ. Egocentric Multiple Choice Question is intro-
duced in [7] to evaluate the model’s text-video retrieval abil-
ity. The task is formulated as a multiple choice question
problem, where the model is required to select the matched
video from five candidate videos, given a query text de-
scription. The authors in [7] considered two settings, i.e.,
inter-video and intra-video. The difference is that whether
the candidate videos are sourced from the same video. The
intra-video setting is more challenging as all five candidate
samples come from the same video with similar environment.
We take the full EgoMCQ data, including 39k questions cov-
ering 198k narrations sourced from Ego4d [3]. Among them,
61.5% questions belong to the inter-video setting, and the
intra-video setting holds the remaining 38.5% questions. The
evaluation metric is the Top-1 Accuracy.

SummMCQ. Egocentric Summary Multiple Choice Ques-
tion is first introduced in [1] to evaluate the model’s long-
form retrieval ability. SummMCQ shares the same multiple
choice question formulation as EgoMCQ. The difference

between them is that SummMCQ adopts a text summary
as the query and the candidates are long videos. The text
summaries along with the start/end timestamps are given
in the Ego4d dataset [3]. HierVL [1] did not release their
constructed evaluation set, thereby we curate the test data
ourselves. In specific, our SummMCQ benchmark consists
of 1614 samples, and the videos have an average duration
of 181.4 seconds. Each sample has a text summary as query,
and the candidate set contains one matched video and four
randomly sampled long-form videos. Similar to EgoMCQ,
Top-1 Accuracy is adopted as the evaluation metric.

YouCook2. YouCook2 is an exocentric instructional video
dataset [17], containing 2000 long untrimmed videos from
89 cooking recipes. The narrations describe the main action
of the actor, e.g., combine lemon juice sumac garlic salt
and oil in a bowl, place chicken on a plate or tray and sea-
son generously with mixed spices. We evaluate our model’s
video-text retrieval ability on the validation set of YouCook2
based on two settings, i.e., YouCook2-Clip and YouCook2-
Video. YouCook2-Clip has 3350 video clips with an average
duration of 19.7 seconds, that targets at evaluating model’s
short-term video-text retrieval ability. Given a video clip, the
model aims to select the associated caption from all 3350
captions. Different from YouCook2-Clip, YouCook2-Video
assesses the long-term retrieval ability of the model. Follow-
ing [8], we construct this benchmark by concatenating the
captions of all short-term segments in a given long video
and formulate this as a video-paragraph retrieval task, result-
ing in 436 test samples with an average duration of 212.4
seconds. For both YouCook2-Clip and YouCook2-Video,
we adopt Top-1/Top-5/Top-10 Recall (R@1/R@5/R@10) as
evaluation metrics.

CharadesEgo. CharadesEgo [13] is an action recognition
dataset containing egocentric and exocentric videos that
cover 157 daily activity classes. Prior works [14, 16] adopted
this dataset to evaluate the model’s action recognition abil-
ity. In this work, we leverage the paired ego-exo videos in
CharadesEgo to evaluate our model’s cross-view retrieval
ability. To collect such paired videos, each actor first per-
forms the action with the video being recorded from the
third-person view, and the same action is performed again
with a head-mounted phone camera to collect the paired
video of the first-person view. We filter the dataset by only
keeping the videos with high quality (quality score = 7) and
high video-text relevance (relevance score = 7), where the
scores are provided in the dataset. This results in a total of
145 ego-exo video pairs with an average duration of 22.7
seconds. Top-1/Top-5/Top-10 Recall (R@1/R@5/R@10)



Method #Params GFLOPs Memory ROUGE-L CIDEr

LaViLA-GPT2-XL [78] 2345 585 18.6 51.4 103.0
Ours Cap-MPT-1shot 2440 714 23.5 61.2 197.3

Table 1. Efficiency and performance comparison. We measure the
Parameters(MB), GFLOPs and Memory(GB) on an A100 GPU.

are adopted as evaluation metrics.

EgoLearner. EgoLearner is a self-collected dataset, con-
taining 72 hours of first-person cooking videos recorded in
different kitchens via Pupil Invisible Glasses [5]. We also
source 19 hours of third-person instructional videos from the
Internet, depicting the procedure of cooking the same dishes.
Different from prior ego-exo datasets [11, 12], where the ego-
centric and exocentric videos are recorded synchronously
in time, the ego- and exo-videos in EgoLearner are weakly
aligned, i.e., cooking the same dish. The videos are anno-
tated with fine-grained captions with start/end timestamps,
highlighting the actor’s action and interacting objects, e.g.
Press down on the onion just cut and chop it into small
pieces.. Each short video clip is obtained by cropping from
the original video based on the timestamps.

To evaluate the model’s cross-view video-video retrieval
ability, we curate the EgoLearner-MCQ benchmark by the
following steps: (1) We manually select 1952 pairs of ego-
exo video clips performing the same action e.g. put the
plate on the table. (2) Among 1952 ego-exo video pairs,
1089 pairs are selected for the Ego2Exo MCQ setting, where
the query is an egocentric video and the five candidates are
exocentric videos. The remaining 862 pairs are used for
the Exo2Ego setting. (3) For each test case, apart from the
correct paired video clip, We randomly sample four video
clips in the same video as the negative samples, i.e. the
challenging intra-video setting as adopted in EgoMCQ [7].

To benchmark the model’s retrieval-augmented caption-
ing ability, we simply adopt 1089 egocentric video clips in
the Ego2Exo setting as the test set for captioning, along with
their fine-grained caption annotations. All the exocentric
videos in the test set are considered as candidate videos. We
adopt BELU-4, METEOR, ROUGE-L, and CIDER as the
evaluation metrics. All the data will be released to the
community.

1.2. Inference Cost

In Table 1, we show the inference cost and captioning per-
formance of the models. Despite comparable network pa-
rameters with LaViLA-GPT2-XL [16] (2440 MB vs 2345
MB), our retrieval-augmented captioning model has more
FLOPs and memory consumption due to the additional pro-
cessing (1-shot) in-context exocentric video and narration.
By leveraging the retrieved samples, our model is capable of
generating captions that are closely related to the content of
the egocentric video.

2. Visualisation Results

2.1. Caption Refinement

In our caption refinement, we design the prompt for LLM
as shown in Fig. 1. The prompt consists of (1) a system
message at the beginning; (2) Human Message & Rules,
containing a brief instruction of the task and a list of ten de-
tailed requirements for the caption refinement; (3) Prompt
Example Input & Output, demonstrating the example in-
put/output format. We further constrain the matching be-
tween input and output sentences by specifying ‘The out-
put must contain M sentences begin with each timestamp’,
where M is the number of input sentences.; (4) The current
input ASR transcripts organised in the desired input format.

Fig. 2 illustrates the examples of refined captions vs. the
original ASR transcripts on HowTo100M [9]. We list six
samples in total, covering multiple scenarios, including cook-
ing, hand-crafting, and car & repairing. As seen in Fig. 2,
the ASR transcripts are transformed into shorter, but more in-
formative captions in the descriptive style. Irrelevant words
and phrases such as ‘I’m gonna’, ‘and then’, ‘sort of ’, ‘so
now we’re going to’ are removed. In the 3rd case (Video ID
= –2EwlPH81M), the 4th refined caption further adds the
phrase ‘to the sauce’ when adding pickled peppers, and the
5th refined caption replaces ‘this’ in the ASR transcript with
the specific object, i.e.,‘green rice’. Both cases show that
our refined captions fully leverage the context information
among ASR transcripts and manages to infer the unclear
reference or missing details in the caption, enabling better
visual-textual alignment.

We further list two failed cases as shown in Fig. 3. In the
first case, the LLM outputs captions with fixed patterns such
as ‘Explain that’ or ‘Mention that’. This usually occurs in
the videos where the actors read the instructions of the tools
without introducing specific human actions. The second case
(Video ID=–C16CkNhzU) shows a temporal shift problem.
Both the 1st and the 2nd ASR transcripts describe the ingredi-
ents that will be used, while LLM summarises them together,
as shown in the blue characters. The 2nd refined caption,
however, describes the content in the 3rd ASR transcript,
causing the temporal shift problem. Despite we constrain the
output with prompt ‘The meaning of each sentence should
exactly match the input sentence with the same timestamp.’
in the rule, the LLM still generates undesired output. A pos-
sible solution would be post-processing the refined captions
by comparing sentence similarity between the original ASR
transcript and the refined caption, or leveraging video-text
similarity [6, 10, 15] between the video clip and the refined
caption, to filter and re-generate the undesired captions. We
leave this to our future work.



2.2. Ego-Exo Pair

Fig. 4 illustrates the constructed pseudo ego-exo pairs from
Ego4d [3] and HowTo100M [9], followed by the ground-
truth ego-exo pairs in EgoLearner.

For the constructed ego-exo pairs, most of them have
similar nouns and verbs in the captions, indicating that
relevant actions are performed by actors in Ego4d and
HowTo100M, respectively. We observe that even the same
object, e.g., avocado, has distinct visual appearance in first-
person and third-person perspectives. Unlike prior joint
ego-exo datasets [12, 13], where the egocentric and exo-
centric videos are recorded in the same environment, our
constructed pairs cover a wide range of daily activities. The
asynchronous nature makes our data more practical and scal-
able in real world scenarios.

Additionally, we visualise the ground-truth ego-exo
videos in EgoLearner paired by human annotators. In
contrast to CharadesEgo [13], the ego- and exo-videos in
EgoLearner are collected in an asynchronous manner from
different environment. These two datasets, together, serve as
benchmarks to evaluate EgoInstructor’s cross-view retrieval
ability comprehensively.

2.3. Retrieval-Augmented Captioning

Fig. 5 demonstrates more retrieval-augmented captioning
results on Ego4d cooking and EgoLearner. Generally, our
EgoInstructor is capable of capturing objects that are hard
to identify, e.g., spaghetti and nylon. These objects some-
times occur in the textual description of retrieved exocentric
videos, serving as explicit cues for egocentric video caption
generation. The GPT4-V model can capture the main action
and the general context precisely, but it fails to describe the
interacting objects accurately. A failure case (the last one in
Fig. 5) occurs when our captioning model struggles to com-
prehensively generate captions for scenarios in EgoLearner
where the caption involves multiple actions and interacting
objects. Compared with our few-shot setting, fine-tuning our
model on EgoLearner dataset may alleviate this issue.



System Message
This is a conversation between human and an AI assistant.

Prompt Example Input
<ASR>
<3s~4s> Hi, these are what we have today.
<10s~12s> i have a little cookie sheet to catch the extra glaze and you're just going to take one of these
little warm donuts and you're just gonna plop them in here and i'm gonna let you do this",
<15s~16s> just flip them over with the spoon this smells really good and then just scoop them up and
plop them right back on here’,
<23s~24s> so we've let these guys sit for about 15 to 20 minutes just so they can harden",

The output must contain 4 sentences begin with each timestamp.

Prompt Example Output
### Assistant
<3s~4s> Introduce the ingredients to the audience.
<10s~12s> Take the donuts and plop the donuts here.
<15s~16s> Flip the donuts over with the spoon to make sure the donuts are well cooked on both sides,
then scoop the donuts up and plop the donuts back.
<23s~24s> The donuts take 15 to 20 minutes to harden. <\END>

Current Input
<ASR>
<8s~10s> Today, I’m gonna share it with you all of our secrets for making cheesesteak sandwiches
…
<118s~121s> Don’t forget to click the subscribe button.

The output must contain M sentences begin with each timestamp. 

### Assistant

Human Message & Rules
### Human: 
You are given the automatically recognized speech (ASR) transcripts from a long, instructional video. 
Please summarise each ASR into one sentence. You must follow ten rules: 
1. Each sentence should contain less than 50 words. 
2. Keep only the main action, verbs, nouns in the sentence in the present time. 
3. Each sentence should begin with the timestamp. 
4. The meaning of each sentence should exactly match the input sentence with the same timestamp.
5. Infer the related action when the input ASR does not contain enough information, such as 'hi' or 'thank 

you’.
6. Infer the coreference in the sentence from the context, replace 'it' or 'them' with specific objects.
7. Some simple introductions to the related object can be added, if possible. 
8. Some simple explanation (why) of the action is performed, if possible. 
9. The output should have exactly the same number of sentences as the input ASRs. 
10.The generation ends with the special token <\END>. 

Figure 1. Full prompt for context-aware caption refinement, consisting of four parts: (1) System message; (2) Human message and a list of
ten rules; (3) Prompt input and output; (4) User input. Words in red are only for illustration, which are not used in practice.



Video_ID: ---bHKUOn90

1. what you need for this project is some cells in pink white or red some
green felt hot glue gun.

� Cut the strips of pink felt and one piece of straight felt

2. so I have this little branch and you just apply a line of hot glue on
the top 1 / 2 inch and I'm going to fold this on and roll it nice and tight

� Apply hot glue to the top inch of the branch and fold the felt in.

3. okay so once we have this done we're going to go ahead and attach
it to our branch

� Attach the felt flower to the branch using hot glue.

4. so once this is dry I'm going to go ahead and add the last layer of
the rose petals and we're going to just do the exact same thing with
the line of hot glue on the end is that on our rose and start rolling out
� Add the last layer of rose petals.

5. I'm going to take this and fold it in half and cut out half a lily
shape which is together at the top
� Fold the first leaf in half and cut out a half lily shape.

Video_ID: ---w1Nu1tGc

1. a few months ago I moved back to Florida from Arizona and in my
yard and now have a mature kumquat tree

� Introduce the kumquat tree and the recipe.

2. step two we'll cut our kumquats and our oranges

� Cut the kumquats and oranges.

3. and the thin slivers will add two cups of water to each one cup of
fruit

� Add two cups of water to one cup of fruit.

4. and step 6 and final step is the processing phase or a process for
about 5 minutes in boiling water

� Process the jars in boiling water for 5 minutes.

5. our jars

� Remove the jars from the water and let them cool.

Video_ID: --2EwlPH81M

1. I just added my secret ingredient a squirt of yellow mustard

� Add the secret ingredient, yellow mustard.

2. add a little flour to thicken it up warm milk to that melt the cheeses
into that

� Add flour to thicken the mixture and warm milk to melt the cheeses.

3. an avocado and sour cream blended up together makes a nice
creamy avocado sauce

� Blend avocado and sour cream to make a creamy avocado sauce.

4. so I'm gonna add a couple of pickled jalapeno peppers

� Add pickled jalapeno peppers to the sauce.

5. and then I got to move this aside so we can wrap and roll

� Move the green rice aside to wrap and roll the Fritos.

Video_ID: --4BhKBj5iY

1. I chose a little daisy and I went more neon and lace I guess and this
one I thought was really cute for like a dive the dead skull or anything
like that and super cute

� Introduce the chosen outfits and accessories.

2. so now we're going to take the second skirt cut the tag off and do the
same thing and glue it together

� Cut the tag off the second skirt and repeat the process.

3. so you're going to just apply one little strip of the blue and attach to
the second skirt to that second ruffle on the first available

� Attach a blue strip to the second skirt to match the first one.

4. these didn't rip out very easy so I would suggest using scissors

� Use scissors to remove the bows.

5. this one doesn't have any ribboning on it if that makes any sense
but I'm going and not taking off all the tags and I'm gonna actually
cut off the bows
� Remove the ribbon without taking off all the tags.

Video_ID: --4BhKBj5iY

1. and today we are going to over dye the color winkle using some
leftover food coloring in dye pot weekly number 35

� Use leftover food coloring in a dye pot.

2. there are tiny amounts of this food coloring the left and so I thought I'd
be fun to use a paintbrush to paint some of these colors onto the dry yarn
in some little specks to give sort of a subtle rainbow speckled gradient

� Paint tiny specks of color onto dry yarn using a paintbrush.

3. I'm adding these tiny dots of color to the yarn since these colors are
mixed with cool - aid

� Continue adding dots of color around the yarn.

4. sort of pump up the volume on our yarn

� The colors mixed with Kool-Aid will pump up the volume on the yarn.

5. I got some really nice coverage so I'm gonna go through and touch up
in a couple places and then we're gonna get ready to steam this yarn

� Steam the yarn in a steamer basket instead of the microwave.

Video_ID: --6s5bu1NRU

1. and depending on the condition of your vehicle you may also need a
hammer

� Mention the possibility of needing a hammer.

2. no fast forward as he does the rest of those and you'll notice that this
lug nut is a little different than the others

� Explain how to remove the lug nuts.

3. here next to your jack stand and your trunk and you can just push it
into that lug nut

� Mention the location of the lug nut.

4. and if you don't have air powered tools you're gonna want to
loosen up these lug nuts

� Explain how to loosen the lug nuts.

5. this then using a 22 millimeter wrench just loosen up this nut right here

� Use a 22 millimeter wrench to loosen up the nut.

Figure 2. Examples of refined captions (coloured) vs. the original ASR transcripts in HowTo100M.



Video_ID: --C16CkNhzU
(Temporal Shift Problem)

1. two cups of rice depending on what you prefer one cinnamon stick
four cups of water to of milk 1 can of condensed milk

2. one can evaporated milk a dash of vanilla extract and ground
cinnamon

3. so to get this all started we're going to boil our cinnamon stick
with the water and we're gonna let it hang out here for a good 15 or
20 minutes or until our water is boiling

� Boil the cinnamon stick with water for 15 to 20 minutes or until the
water is boiling.

� Stir the rice and water mixture.

� List the ingredients for the recipe: two cups of rice, one cinnamon stick,
four cups of water, two cups of milk, one can of condensed milk, one
can of evaporated milk, a dash of vanilla extract, and ground cinnamon

Video_ID: --G7NqZZQdI
(Fixed Pattern Problem)

1. metals like that pretty much anything except for aluminum and magnesium
which are theoretically possible but not at all practical or feasible

2. in fact at least around me a cylinder of helium costs about five times as
much as a comparable size one of argon

3. on pipe because there's no foot pedal to drag around with you and
it's a great portable process to take on the road with you for the same
reason

� Explain that there are benefits to using helium gas for welding.

� Explain that TIG is a good process for steel welding on thin material.

� Explain that the cost of helium gas is significantly higher than argon gas.

Figure 3. Examples of failed refined captions. The problems include (1) fixed caption pattern (left), i.e., the caption always starts with
specific pattern like ‘Explain that’ and (2) temporal shift problem (right), i.e., the 2nd refined caption corresponds to the 3rd ASR transcript.



# C C carries a sauce pan from the counter I will transfer the contents of this sauce pan to the clay pot

Egocentric video Exocentric video

fill a large pot with water about 10 to 12 cups of water bring 
to a high simmer then peel and cut 1 onion

#C C fills the pot with water

now take the avocado shell which we are storing in freezer
and add this mousse into it

#C C picks avocado from the fridge

we're gonna cut it in half so that we got a nice stable surface to 
put down on our cutting board so it doesn't roll around on us

#C C puts the chopping board on the kitchen surface

#C C fastens seatbelt in the car this car seat prefers when the buckle is as short as possible

#C C opens the door of the car push to unlock the doors go inside the car our engine is off 

Hold the green pepper and chop it into small pieces. Use your left hand to hold the green pepper and with your right 
hand, use a knife to diagonally slice the prepared green pepper into 

slices for later use

Use a wooden spatula to stir the vegetables, ensuring that 
they are evenly heated in the pan.

Use a spoon to stir the vegetables in the pan.

Ground-truth ego-exo pairs in EgoLearner

Figure 4. Examples of the pseudo ego-exo pairs constructed from Ego4d and HowTo100M. The last two rows illustrate the ground-truth
ego-exo pairs in EgoLearner. We highlight the common verbs (red) and nouns (green) in ego- and exo-videos.



GT Caption: #C C takes a packet from the fridge.

Ours (w/o exo) : #C C takes out the soy sauce bottle from the 
refrigerator and open the lid.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C picks a container from the refrigerator. 

GPT4-V: a person's hand interacting with items in an open 
refrigerator drawer, either placing items inside or retrieving them

GT Caption: #C C puts the pepper into the nylon.

Ours (w/o exo) : Pick up a small piece of ginger from the bag.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C puts the pepper in the nylon.

GPT4-V: a person preparing food by slicing cheese on a cutting 
board in a kitchen.

GT Caption: #C C stirs the spaghetti in the pot with the chopsticks.

Ours (w/o exo) : #Hold the chopsticks and stir the soup in the pot.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C stirs the spaghetti in the pot with the chopstick.

GPT4-V: a person cooking, specifically stirring food in a pan on
a stovetop.

GT Caption: #C C presses the avocado to see if it's ripe.

Ours (w/o exo) : #C C opens the refrigerator, while the right hand 
takes an eggplant.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C checks the avocados.

GPT4-V: a person reaching into a refrigerator to either place an 
item inside or take something out.

GT Caption: #C C picks up two potatoes from a basket tray with
her left hand.

Ours (w/o exo) : #C C put the lid on the table.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C picks the potato from the tray on the cabinet 
with her left hand.

GPT4-V: a person cooking at a stovetop, specifically turning or
stirring food in a pot or pan.

GT Caption: #C C takes out a yoghurt cup from the tray with her
right hand.

Ours (w/o exo) : #C C takes out an egg from the refrigerator.
Ours (w/ exo): #C C takes out a cup from the tray with her right 
hand.

GPT4-V: a person reaching into a refrigerator, likely to retrieve or 
store an item.

GT Caption: Press the tomato, hold the knife, slice the tomato into 
pieces, turn it around, and cut the tomato pieces into cubes.

Ours (w/o exo) : Take the ginger be careful because it's really hot.
Ours (w/ exo): Press the tomato on the chopping board with the 
knife with both hands.

GPT4-V: a person slicing a tomato and preparing other vegetables 
on a cutting board, likely for a recipe or meal.

GT Caption: Use the knife to hold and cut the ginger into slices.

Ours (w/o exo) : Chop it up into little cubes.
Ours (w/ exo): Press the ginger with the knife on the chopping 
board.

GPT4-V: a person chopping or mincing ingredients on a cutting
board, likely as a step in preparing a meal.

Ego4d Cooking

EgoLearner

Figure 5. Examples of retrieval-augmented captioning results of our EgoInstructor on Ego4d cooking and EgoLearner.
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